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Medical terminology is continually evolving. Anachronistic terms such as “hermaphrodite” have been removed from medical nomenclature and replaced with “intersex person”. Reiter’s syndrome is now named reactive arthritis, to distance from Nazi physician Hans Reiter and there are calls for non-alcoholic fatty liver disease to be renamed metabolic fatty liver disease. All are examples where stigmatisation, trivialisation and less consideration of the disease in health policy are associated with the nomenclature used to describe the disease. ‘Harelip’ is a means to describe ‘cleft lip’ is no different. Thought to be consigned to the past as an offensive term, ‘harelip’ is a term to describe an individual with a congenital split in their lip and/or palate (CLP). Cleft lip and cleft palate are accepted modern terms. We conducted a CLP research exercise that required the use of Google Translate to translate documents into French and Spanish. Google Translate translated ‘cleft lip’ to ‘harelip’ in multiple European languages including Spanish, Dutch, Greek and Polish. Thus, this paper discusses the history and issues of ‘harelip’ as terminology and the associated pitfalls of using modern translation services for medical communications.

Galen was the first physician to use lagocheilos, or ‘lip like a hare’ to describe a cleft lip. Ambroise Paré, a French surgeon popularised this term in 1575 and bec-de-lievre or ‘hare lip’ became the accepted term for cleft lip. Through the Middle Ages, harelip was associated with negative connotations. The Archbishop of Sweden Olaus Magnus believed that pregnant women who bore children with ‘hare mouths’ must have eaten or lept over the head of a hare. This extended to members of the medical profession as Lorenz Heister, German anatomist and surgeon in wrote in 1731—“It causes not only great ugliness of the face but also…. if the cleft is large, such people even when the hare lip has already been healed, cannot help speaking nastily and unacceptably through their nose for the term of their life.” It was not only until 1922 that a clarion call for abandoning the use of the term hare lip was sounded at the American Medical Association in St Louis. Since then, systems to classify cleft lips use their embryologic, genetic or biochemical foundations.

Despite this change in nomenclature, the social stigma attached to craniofacial conditions still exist. Young people with CLP may have multiple functional and aesthetic problems including trouble closing their mouth, feeding difficulties, hearing difficulties and speech difficulties. Due to these difficulties, teasing and bullying are two major problems in the life of a young person with CLP. Taunting often begins at school and is directed towards the physical appearance of the child with the dangerous consequences of causing anxiety, depression and in the worst cases, suicide. These psychological issues may persist into adulthood, although there

Summary box

► ‘Harelip’ is a derogatory term to describe individuals with cleft lip +/- and can contribute to ongoing stigma surrounding this condition.
► Automated translation services and human translators may be unaware of medically offensive terms.
► Thus, checking any documents by a native speaker with knowledge of the clinical field is essential.
► As medical terminology evolves, medical societies should publish a list of appropriate as well as outdated terms, to avoid causing offence and distress in medical communications.
is evidence to suggest that the self-perception and self-esteem of patients with CLP improve over time. One study suggests this may be due to increased self-acceptance and the definitive surgical correction being available during adulthood.5 We know that patients with CLP are bullied but the incidence of bullying using the word ‘harelip’ has not been reported in the literature. Anecdotal evidence supports that people with CLP are often called ‘harelip’ in a derogatory manner. Cleft Lip and Palate Association suggest avoiding this term unless the individual with CLP uses it to describe themselves.8

With individuals with cleft lip and palate still subjected to such stigma, using an offensive term like harelip potentially increases this. As part of a global research priority setting exercise in cleft palates, participant information sheets were translated into Spanish and French using Google Translate. These sheets were proofread by native speakers who were also cleft clinicians. Our Spanish colleague highlighted that the translation of ‘Labio leporino’ was an offensive term and was translated to English as ‘harelip’. Instead, the term ‘labio hendido/ fisurado’ (depending on geographical location) for cleft lip and ‘paladar hendido/fisurado’ for cleft palate was preferable. Fortunately, the French translation of ‘jente labiale’ for cleft lip and ‘cleft palate’ for cleft palate translated correctly. We, therefore, decided to run through ‘cleft lip’ in Google Translate and found that several results translated it to variations of ‘harelip’. In Dutch, the translation was ‘hazenlip’, in Greek ‘λανθοείλιο’ (laghoheilo) and Polish ‘ząfeczca warga’.

We used Google Translate as a translation tool for our exercise. Originally launched in 2006, Google Translate works through translating pieces of text into English and back into the desired language with references to millions of documents taken from historical official United Nations transcripts. It uses statistical matching as opposed to complex grammars for each language. In November 2016, Google announced a transition to neural machine translation, a ‘deep learning’ tool that would regularly compare whole sentences at a time from many linguistic sources to learn language quirks and idioms.9 Despite this improvement, Patil and Davies10 found serious errors in translations of common medical phrases. Ten common phrases were translated using Google Translate into 26 languages after which a native human speaker assessed their accuracy. Of the total translations, 150 (57.7%) were correct and 110 (42.3%) were wrong. Western European languages were most accurate and African languages least. Some serious errors included a translation of ‘Your child is fitting in English to Your child is dead in Swahili. Another paper assessed the accuracy of Google Translate to allow data extraction from trials published in a non-English language and found that accuracy was about 76% across all languages.11 This shows while Google Translate is a useful, free tool, it does not always reflect the evolution of appropriate clinical terms.

Interestingly, the same error was noted when we sent the participant information sheets to an international, professional translation service, which used the term ‘Labio leporino’ to describe CLP.

Person-centred, sensitive revision of historical terms for medical conditions is a welcome change and continually evolving process. Automated translation services and even human translators may be unaware of such nuances and the potential to cause offence and distress. Thus, checking any medical translation by a native speaker with knowledge of the relevant clinical field is essential. Additionally, we suggest that as medical terminology evolves, international medical societies publish, on a publicly available site, a list of appropriate, as well as outdated terms, in multiple languages, as a continually updated resource. We plan to publish such a list for cleft lip and palate.
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